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 In a brief review of the literature on stocks’ pricing, the study shows that information vis-à-vis 
noise serves critical roles in the equilibrium process. It is dynamic in nature and there are 
different infiltrating aspects from the standard finance to behavioral finance points of views. 
The aspects of market efficiency, fundamental risk, noise traders’ risk, and implementation 
costs make the stock markets noisy and thereby, limit the arbitrage opportunity of informed 
traders. Investors’ psychological bases viz., belief and preferences contribute more in the 
equilibrium process. Beliefs include representativeness, conservativeness, and anchoring, 
availability biases, optimism and wishful thinking, overconfidence, and herd behavior 
tendency on the part of the investors. On the preferences, investors are influenced by 
disposition effect, prospects based on reference points, mental accounting, ambiguity aversion, 
and self control.The study explores the empirical literature also and reviews the six puzzles in 
the standard finance. Finally, the work identifies a few research gaps to be addressed in the 
literature.   
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1. Introduction 
 

In Financial Economics, investors’ behaviors in relation to stocks’ trading and equilibrium price 
formation in the stock markets are broadly explained by two competitive schools of market 
microstructure theories viz., Standard Finance and Behavioral Finance. In the former school, investors 
are rational and stocks’ prices impound only relevant information. At presence of interdependent 
demand and supply of stocks along with their quasi supply of the primary capitals, the stock market is 
desired to be “efficient” rather than “quasi efficient”. The market is described by the quality of new 
information, its speed of arrival, and possible temporal miss-pricing (Ilinski & Stepanenko, 2008). In 
the latter school, investors are not only normal but non-rational and quasi-rational as well; and the 
stocks’ prices impound information (economic) and non-information (non-economic) aspects. Thus in 
contrast to the efficient market hypothesis, the stock markets are noisy at the dispensations of the joint 
activity of informed and uninformed long-term vis-à-vis short term traders (De Long et al.  1990; Black, 
1986). 
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On confrontations, stocks’ pricing dynamics attract research connotations of noise vis-à-vis 
information. If new information is costless and relevant in the markets’ pricing mechanism, at least 
theoretically, stocks’ prices follow the Efficient Market Hypothesis, EMH (Fama, 1965; 1970; 1991) 
or a random-walk of drunken persons. In EMH, none can interpolate or extrapolate ones’ time and 
money by way of discovering profitable arbitrage strategy. At information costs, an “informationally 
efficient market” turns out to be a null set where traders with homogeneous information never trade 
financial instruments(Grossman & Stiglitz, 1980).“Noise” is pseudo-information; investors interpret it 
as if information; it makes investors’ observations imperfect (Black, 1986). The uninformed “noise” 
traders make trades happen in the markets (Grossman, 1976; Black, 1986). They supply systematic 
liquidity (Huberman & Halka, 2001; Black, 1986).Noise traders persistently provide liquidity and 
survive in the long run (DeLong et al. 1991).Their short-run price impacts are different from long run 
survivals (Kogan et al.  2006). 
 
In the behavioral finance, “noise” has critical roles in stocks’ equilibrium price formation. The price 
includes economic and non-economic aspects, political and non-political interests, and homogeneous 
and heterogeneous investors’ groups. Economic aspects include informed traders’ limits to arbitrage 
(Shleifer & Vishny, 1997), systematic noise (Barber et al. 2003), fundamental risk, and noise traders’ 
risks (DeLong et al. 1990; 1991). The non-economic aspects comprise of the traders’ behavioral biases, 
heuristics and framing effects (Shefrin, 2007), emotional vis-à-vis cognitive issues (Shefrin, 2000), and 
herd behaviors (Devenow & Welch, 1996), and political interests i.e., power conflicts between lender 
and borrower. These embraceherd behaviours at agency conflicts and information differentials among 
investors in the mutual fund investments (Brennan, 1993).There is “a separation of brains and capital” 
(Shleifer & Vishny, 1997). 

 
Theoretically, Grossman and Stiglitz (1976, p. 250-251) interject that if an unknown return of a stock 
(rt) has two components ηt, the fundamental value (known at cost) and εt, error term (unknown), then 
“in the absence of noise, with costly information, an (Nash) equilibrium does not exit, ….when a 
positive fraction of the population becomes informed the price system is fully informative, so it does 
not pay anyone to purchase information”. In kyle’s (1985) dynamic model with a single risk neutral 
informed insider, random noise traders, and competitive risk neutral market makers, firstly, the insider 
and noise traders place their market orders and thereafter, the market makers set a price and trade the 
quantity to clear the markets. Here, innovations in order flows make prices fluctuate in sequential 
equilibrium and prices reveal information gradually at an end of trades.  
 
In sharp contrast to Kyle’s assumption, noise traders are either homogeneously or heterogeneously 
distributed rather than randomly distributed. The multi-period auction model with multiple strategic 
informed traders, in Holden and Subrahmanyam (1992) has shown that “informed traders trade very 
aggressively” and “even just two informed traders cause nearly all of their common private information 
to be incorporated into prices almost immediately and cause the depth of the market to become 
extremely large”. In contrast to kyle (1985) and Holden and Subrahmanyam (1992), noise traders 
survive persistently (Kogan et al. 2006); and informed insider traders’ monopolistic power with 
arbitrage benefit is limited and the same fades over the consecutive trades (Shleifer & Vishny, 1997; 
Ljungqvist & Qian, 2014). 

 
On the said different facets of noise traders in stocks’ pricing dynamics, this paper puts into a critical 
review of the literature. In developing the rest, Section 2 deals with the theoretical foundation of stocks’ 
equilibrium pricing dynamics, information and noise. Section 3 briefly reviews the empirical studies. 
Section 4 synthesizes the behavioral implications of the puzzles in the standard finance and Section-V 
identifies a few current research gaps. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work with comments. 
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2. Theoretical Bases 
 
Since Kahneman and Tversky (1979, 1974), the behavioral finance studies have set forth many 
confirming evidences that the economic men are very unlikely the real men (Edwards, 1954, p. 382). 
Their investment behaviors are little explained by the traditional finance paradigms viz., the subjective 
expected utility theory, the Bayesian learning model, and the rational expectations theorem (Barberis 
& Thaler, 2003).The literature suggests that limits to arbitrage, at information costs and traders’ 
psychology, holdthe central algorithms in investment decisions (Thaler & Barbeis, 2002). The study 
now reviews these issues. 
 
2.1. Limits to Arbitrage  
 
An arbitrage strategy is simultaneous purchase and sale of a product in two different markets for getting 
profitat its price differentials (Sharpe & Alexander, 1990). Fama (1965), Sharpe (1964), and Ross 
(1976) argue that many arbitrators at infinitesimal time positions make arbitrage exist, risk neutral, and 
helpful in revealing stocks’ fundamental values. Such equilibrium depends on costless information flow 
and effortless judgment as well. Another arbitrage strategy is taking off-setting long and short positions 
and holding until convergence of prices. Researches show that arbitrage equilibrium in real markets is 
subject to information costs and effortful market judgment by arbitrageurs as well (DeLong et al. 
1990).At presence of the noise traders, arbitrageurs, and investors in arbitrage funds, Shleifer and 
Vishny (1997) show that arbitrageurs are subject to risk and capital while arbitrage becomes futile if 
stocks’ prices diverge far from fundamental values, where noise traders’ equilibrium demand causes 
underinvestment of funds. The limit to arbitrage is related to the following important risk factors.  
 
2.1.1 Market Efficiency 
 
Are our known capital markets efficient? The stocks’ price discovery is a dynamic process at 
continuous flow of information, rumors, and innuendos and the same is confronted among informed 
arbitrageur and noise traders. Therefore, “…market efficiency is a journey, not a destination….strictly 
speaking the answer is always no” (Lee, 2001; p. 237). Arbitrageurs and mis-pricing always co-exist 
in the equilibrium pricing (Lee, 2001).  At presence of both informed and noise traders, the equilibrium 
pricing mechanism tallies the limit order book of investors and thus, stocks’ prices deviate from their 
fundamental values. The presence of “risk-lees profit” instead of an “arbitrage opportunity” becomes 
the most necessary criterion in proving the null hypothesis of the capital market efficiency (Malkiel, 
2003). 
 
2.1.2 Fundamental Risk 
 
Fundamental risk refers to the risk due to deviations of stocks’ prices from the “true values”, which are 
defended by the connotations of fundamental firm-specific and macroeconomic news. Once buying a 
stock, informed arbitrageur can hedge fundamental risk through sorting with perfect substitutes. But, 
stocks are rarely perfectly substitutes. Enhancement in fundamental risk enlarges the neighborhood 
which noise traders share and it reduces relative returns that may be earned by intelligent informed 
traders (DeLong, 2005). At much fundamental risk, intelligent investors resist to gamble against noise 
traders if the latter dominates the market. On the impacts of noise traders on the stocks’ prices, Shiller 
(1984), and Campbell and Kyle (1988) have argued for arbitrageurs' aversion to fundamental risk. They  
have shown that this aversion can by itself limit arbitrage badly even at arbitrageurs’ positioning at 
infinite horizons. However, fundamental risk includes systematic risk and idiosyncratic risk (Shleifer 
& Vishny, 1997; p. 50). Pontiff (2006) shows that arbitrageurs are unable to hedge idiosyncratic risk, 
which forces them in taking limited positions in mis-priced stocks in the project. 
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2.1.3. Noise Traders’ Risk 
 
In contrast to Friedman (1953) and Fama (1965) that irrational investors are disappeared from the 
market eventually by arbitrageurs in the long run, DeLong et al., (1990)  have shown that arbitrageurs 
are risk averse and they take shorter position along with their limited ability to counteract noise traders. 
If noise traders are optimistic (pessimistic) about stocks’ future prices, they drive price up (down) 
further, and arbitrageurs’ short horizon positions result in losses at buying (selling) the stocks. Hence, 
noise traders create their own trading space and arbitrage does not deter noise traders in the markets. 
This additional risk is borne by short horizon market makers. Kogan, et al.(2006) show that noise 
traders’ risk may not confirm long-run survival but their portfolio policies may diverge from their limits 
long after the price process meet its long-run limit. DeLong et al. (1991) have confirmed long-run 
survival of noise traders, who can successfully “invade” the informed population. Bucher and 
Woehrmann (2006) argue that rational traders target higher cash-inflow from dividends while noise 
traders indulge speculating on the capital gains. Hence, rational and noise traders do co–exist in the 
long run.  
 
2.1.4. Implementation Costs: 
 
Based on Kyle’s (1985) model with single informed trader, large market makers, and groups of noise 
traders, Foster and Viswanathan (1990) have shown that information advantage declines over time. It 
is affected by daily public signals. Transaction and holding costs make arbitrage costly (Pontiff, 2006). 
Arbitrage trading faces transaction costs viz., commissions to brokers, bid–ask spreads and the price 
impacts of irrational traders (Kogan et al. 2006). These make it less attractive. Since arbitrage needs 
taking short or long positions, arbitrageur faces short-sale constraints (D’Avolio, 2002; Jones & 
Lamont, 2002). Borrowing stocks’ fee, legal restrictions for pension fund and mutual fund managers, 
and costs of searching, finding and learning about mispricing restrict arbitrage trading. Merton (1987) 
shows that at observed mispricing, arbitrageurs bear exploitation costs. Arbitrage at insider information 
draws information acquisition costs while such information attracts legal bindings. However, shallow-
pocketed “arbitrageurs” on innovation through buying the overvalued stocks and selling the same at 
corrections may sidestep implementation costs (Ljungqvist & Qian, 2014). 
 
2.2. Traders’ Psychology 
 
Besides the stated market microstructure algorithms on the stocks’ trading, the behavioral finance offers 
role of psychology in investment decisions. Kahneman and Tversky (1979) have shown that investors 
in the stock markets violate the Expected Utility Theory of Von-Neumann & Morgenstern (1944) and 
Savaga (1954). The systematic biases, which crypt into investors’ decision makings, result in weights 
for the beliefs and preferences in the stocks’ equilibrium prices. In the following, the paper reviews 
how stocks’ pricing dynamics, information and noise are related to investors’ beliefs and preferences. 
 
2.2.1 Beliefs 
 
What would be the score of event “A” tomorrow? “A” may a stock’s prices or a bet on the results of a 
general election or the exchange rate of the Indian rupee in the terms of the US dollar. People form 
belief on the likelihood of some uncertain future events. Their “belief” is personal expectation derived 
on a few limited heuristic principles (Kahneman & Tversky, 1974). Heuristic replaces assigning 
complex objective probabilities by subjective ones. In predicting future values, it results in systematic 
errors and judgment biases. 
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(a). Representativeness 
 
Representativeness heuristic refers to myopic view of some unknown event (A) by some known event 
(B) such as A resembles B. Representativeness explores little new information and provokes noises in 
choice formation process and leads to judgment biases. These biases are insensitivity to prior 
probability of the outcome, insensitivity to the sample size, misconceptions of chance, insensitivity to 
predictability, illusion of validity, and misconception of regression. Firstly, people impose subjective 
probabilities on future outcomes against scripted description about an event and they forget his prior 
probabilities at its absence. Secondly, people assess likelihood of event’s sample result by its similarity 
to corresponding parameters even though population parameters do not depend on sample size. Thirdly, 
people expect that essential feature of process/ sequence will be represented not only globally but also 
locally in the parts. Fourthly, people predict stocks’ prices upon some descriptive background even if 
its reliability is not confirmed. Fifthly, people express confidence on a good fit of a system even if they 
know that itis conditional to the input information. In the misconception of regression, finally, people 
wrongly perceive regressions to mean “good (bad) trail precedes bad (good) trail” as if “punishment 
(reward) against some action leads to one’s success (failure)”. Shefrin (2007) explains the negative 
return–risk correlation as representativeness where investors assume stocks of presently “high return 
and low risk” have good future prospects.  
 
(b) Conservativeness 
 
Conservatism refers to situations where bases are overweighed relative to sample evidence (Edwards, 
1968). People cast more emphasis on their prior probability of outcomes. At possible conflict of 
cognitive data processing about to put more emphasis, if people find sample being more representative 
to their known model then they may overweight the data otherwise may show conservativeness to 
priors. Again, if people perceive that new information or description about stocks’ performances as 
offered by dealers or brokers is coming from not fully reliable source, then people may show 
conservatism to their priors (Corner et al. 2010). People show belief perseverance and they stick to 
their priors tightly for long periods (Lord et al. 1979). They vows reluctance to new information that 
contradicts their beliefs and treat such results, if any, with excessive skepticism (Barberis & Thaler, 
2003). 
 
(c). Anchoring 
 
Once people base their pricing estimates on some incomplete computation or on a given (and / or 
arbitrary) asking price, then anchoring occurs. They form estimates at deviation from the said (and / or 
arbitrary) starting points while such adjustment is insufficient (Kahneman & Tversky, 1974).Here, they 
usually overestimate (underestimate) the probability of conjunctive (disjunctive) events and thereby, 
lead to unwarranted optimism (pessimism) in evaluating any project. The “ask-price” set forth in 
different business media well before trading day or session may serve as an anchor or heuristic (Bokhari 
& Geltner, 2010). Such anchors are used by the prospective buyers to form expectation about the value 
of assets, and at equilibrium market prices, people just adjust insufficiently from the anchor set price. 
 
(d). Availability biases 
 
In some situations, people assess frequency or class of event by recalling that event from past memory. 
They put more weight on recent events than on past ones. Retrieval memory puts more emphasis in 
decision makings than non-retrievable memory. Recent events and more salient events distort estimates 
(Barberis & Thaler, 2003).Availability bias, however, is caused by the irretrievability of instances, 
effectiveness of search set in any search engine (also memory), imaginability, and illusory correlation 
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1974).  
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(e). Optimism and wishful thinking 
 
People show optimism and wishful thinking once they start trading in the stock market. They have 
unrealistic rosy overview about the stock market, timing aptitudes, its future prospects, and their own 
abilities in dealing with the market uncertainty and prospects as well (Weinstein, 1980). They also 
display fallacy in their systematic investment planning (Barberis & Thaler, 2003, p. 1066). Further, 
people may predict that entering into a new stock market or a newly qualified job may be finished too 
early than they actually are (Buehler et al. 1994). Akerlof and Shiller (2009) argue that investors’ 
optimistic reasoning at emotional outburst may persuade any sector to perceive as valuable or 
vulnerable. Diether, et al. (2002) have argued that stocks’ market prices reflect the most optimistic 
forecasts in equilibrium pricing mechanism and lead rallies in prices, and thereby facing least growth. 
 
(f). Overconfidence 
 
Overconfidence is the tendency to overestimate the precision rate of their knowledge (Alpert & Raiffa, 
1982; Brenner et al.  1996) or poorly calibrate odds against any event (Fischhoff, et al. 1977). This 
generates heterogeneous beliefs among traders and therefore, induces noises in the stocks’ equilibrium 
pricing process (Scheinkman & Xiong, 2003, p. 228). Overconfidence may also be generated from self-
attribution bias and hindsight bias (Barberis & Thaler, 2003). In the first case, on success (failure) 
people cheer (blame) their talents (bad luck). Such exercise leads towards self appeasing conclusion 
over the trading performance (Gervais & Odean, 2001). In the other bias, however, once an event is 
occurred people believe that they have predicted it earlier. Daniel, et al. (1998)  have shown that stocks’ 
pricing dynamics reflect investors’ over (under)-confidence at their private (public) information. 
Overconfidence (biased self-attribution) suggests for negative (positive) long (short)-lag 
autocorrelations. In the stock markets with price-taker traders, insider traders, and market makers are 
over-confident, which enhances the trading volume, and the market depth (Odean, 1999). 
 
(g). Herding 
 
In herding behavior, investors assume that their own information is of low quality and hence, put less 
weight. They assume that the other investor predecessors in the market have better quality information 
and thereby, they have good reasons to react. Thus, they follow actions of the other investors. This 
behavior generates serious noises, asset price inefficiencies, and misbehaviors. Banerjee (1992) argues 
that it is rational for the followers to follow the premiers since the latter may have information that is 
important for the former. Bikhchandani et al. (1992) have shown that fragility arises systematically due 
to information cascade that happens at some unstable equilibrium. A perfect herding happens if all 
rational agents act similarly at absence of any countervailing force. Devenowand Welch (1996)  have 
shown that perfect herding arises from direct payoff externalities, principal-agent problems, or 
informational cascades. If the market as a whole is confused about the current value of assets and 
quality of information based of traders participated in trades as well, then herd behavior results in 
irrational short-run price movements significantly (Avery & Zemsky, 1998). Froot et al. (1992) have 
shown that at valuable information if investors involve in speculative trading of assets over short-term 
horizons, then rational speculations may also lead to herding. 
 
2.2.Preferences 
 
Besides beliefs, investors’ preference influence decision choices. Investors show more sensitivity to 
difference in utility at current situations over reference levels of assets than those over absolute levels 
(Helson, 1964). This reference dependence puts forward a few behavioral explanations: disposition 
effect (Barbaeris & Xiong, 2009), the prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1984), and the 
mental accounting (Thaler, 1983; 1999), the theory of ambiguity aversion (Ellsberg, 1961), and that of 
self-control (Thaler & Shefrin, 1981). 
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(a). The Prospect Theory 
 
In contrast to the expected utility theory, where all investors are risk-averse, Kahneman and Tversky 
(1979) have shown that they are risk-averse in terms of profits but risk-acceptant in terms of losses. 
Investors encode projects’ outcomes (that is, prospects) in terms of the reference points and evaluate 
their pay-offs in terms of gains and losses. Their utility functions are concave (convex) at profits 
(losses) and are striper for losses than for gains. Around the reference points, they show reflection effect 
with diminishing sensitivity to changes in assets’ value from reference points (Kahneman & Tversky, 
1979 read with Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Investors show loss-aversion behavior, where their losses 
are weighted more heavily than their gains (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). They prefer status-quo over 
bets of equal chances for equal profits or losses (Tversky & Kahneman, 1991; 1992). Therefore, 
investors are portrayed by their endowment effects, where they overvalue current holdings and demand 
more to compensate the same (Kahneman et al. 1990; Thaler, 1980). 

 
Here, investors’ face different decision choice problems viz., the certainty effect, pseudo-certainty 
effect and isolation effect (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; 1984), and the framing effect (Tversky & 
Kahneman, 1981; 1986). In the first case, they emphasize more on certain outcomes than merely 
probable outcomes while in pseudo-certainty effect, they put more weight on lesser probable prospects 
than higher probable ones. In isolation effect, they disregard the shared features of alternative options 
and focus only on the distinguishing ones. Different decompositions of unique features of prospects 
may result in different preferences, and it leads to isolation effect. In framing effect, investors’ 
identification of prospects depends on their distance as posed from reference points. Any shift in 
reference points creates narrow framing, i.e., myopic judgment of circumstances, viz., in evaluating 
gains or losses, investors consider their available projects narrowly and separately but not along with 
the total assets’ positions. Such narrow framing explains the equity premium puzzle: too high equity 
risk premiums (Benartzi & Thaler, 1995). Hence, in sharp contrast to the expected utility theory, the 
prospect theory offers alternative behavioral descriptions for investors’ decision choice problems. 
 
(b). Mental Accounting 
 
People tend to separate their money into separate accounts based on different subjective notions about 
the source and uses of money (Kahneman, 1980). They assign different functions to each of the asset 
groups. More robustly, Thaler (2008, 1983) describes that investors (may be fund managers or 
individuals) follow either explicit (i.e. real) implicit (i.e., mental) accounting system1. Mental 
accounting is defined as “the set of cognitive operations used by individuals and households to 
organize, evaluate, and keep track of financial activities” (Thaler, 1999; p. 183). It starts with mental 
coding of the prospects (gains and losses), passes through framing the prospects, then “mental 
accounting”2, and finally, ends with the decision choice (Thaler, 1985; 1999). It includes mental 
budgeting over different categories of accounts of the incomes, the expenditures, and the wealth. These 
accounts are non-fungible (i.e., not substitutable) and exposed to the buyer’s self-control problems3. 
Mental accounting also has dynamic features. Once the transaction utility4 of prospects are perceived 
experienced, investors segregate them into separate accounts, apply the prospect theory, and set 
separate reference points in evaluating the profits and losses of the projects (Thaler, 1983; 1999). 

1 For details about the origin of the term “mental accounting” see also Thaler and Shefrin (1981), and Tversky and 
Kahneman (1981).  
2 Here, firstly transaction utility vis-à-vis acquisition utility of a transaction is derived, then accounts are opened and closed 
at different time intervals, and finally  mental adjustments are made for purchases, sunk costs, and payment depreciations 
and payments are decoupled.  
3 Investors or households often show severe inclination towards luxury gifts than cash money. Self-control problems can 
influence their choice decisions. In mental accounting, sometimes, budgets are set intentionally low to cover up self-control 
problem. That is why the best gifts are becoming more luxuries than that at usual consumption. 
4 It represents the perceived value of a ‘deal’, i.e., “trading money for some object” (Thaler, 1999; p. 188). It is the difference 
between the money paid by a consumer and the reference price for the object he is ready to pay for it. 
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This evaluation of prospects, balancing of mental accounts, involves “narrow framing” (Thaler, 1999) 
or “choice bracketing” (Read et al. 1999) or “loss aversion” (Barberis & Huang, 2001). Narrow framing 
refers to evaluation of transaction utility to consumers in isolation and necessarily without any reference 
to their total wealth. Projects are not are evaluated as parts of overall portfolio rather each at a point of 
time (Barberis & Huang, 2001; p. 1249; Thaler, 1999; p. 201). Choice bracketing refers to “…grouping 
of individual choices together into sets” in fixing the frequency - daily, weekly, fortnightly, etc (Read 
et al. 1999; p. 172). It suggests that choices are preconditioned by non-fungible notional boundaries 
and can be altered by changing preconditions. Mental accounting is of beneficial to those investors who 
are exposed to self-control bias (see latter). In loss-aversion (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), however, 
investors derive utility from their changes in wealth and not that in its absolute levels and they are more 
sensitive to the decreases in wealth than to the increases.  Einio, et al. (2008), and Genesove and Mayer 
(2001), and Odean (1998b) show that investors regularly deviate from rationality to avoid experiencing 
regret – the pain associated with making a bad investment or losses. 

 
(c). Disposition Effects 
 
Investors show preference on holding loser stock too long to that on gainer stocks. They are also 
reluctant to realize losses (Odean, 1998b). This behavior is called as disposition effect (Shefrin & 
Statman, 1985).Investors’ disposition effect can generate under-reaction to public news and post-
announcement drifts in stock returns (Frazzinii, 2006). Dorn and Strobl (2010) argue that if asymmetric 
information increases (decreases) less-informed traders prefer to sell (hold) their winner (loser) stocks 
and therefore, disposition effect is not inconsistent to information based the rational expectation model. 
Li and Yang (2013) show that time-varying risk determined by investors’ loss aversion attitude leads 
to effective risk aversion behavior to be positively related to stock returns, and thereby, leading towards 
disposition effect. 
 
(d). Ambiguity Aversion 
 
People prefer cash in hand to cash at bank. Today’s dividend is more valuable than tomorrow’s capital 
gains (Miller, 1986; p. S451). Keeping apart the time value of money, people in general trend to put 
higher value for certainty than for uncertainty. Ellsberg (1961) calls this preference as ambiguity 
aversion. It suggests that the weights on projects’ prospects with known probabilities are higher than 
those with unknown probabilities. It is different from risk aversion attitude and loss aversion5. He 
defines it as “a quality depending on the amount, type, reliability and ‘unanimity’ of information” that 
give “rise to one’s ‘degree of confidence’ in an estimate of relative likelihoods” (Ellsberg, 1961; p. 
657). It has similarities to regret aversion or risk aversion (Keller et al.  2007). Once people find earlier 
decisions to be proving wrong, they feel regret but show belief perseverance and hope for the best. 
They avoid experiencing such regret in repetition. They consistently follow prior strategies even if they 
go against their well being and avoid mental discomfort with break up strategy. In the sprit of Dow and 
Werlang (1993), Mukerji and Tallion (2001) show that agents’ portfolio diversifications do not 
eliminate stocks’ idiosyncratic risk and ambiguity aversion makes markets incomplete. 
 
(e). Self Control Bias 
 
Men have “two sets of preferences that are in conflict at a single point in time” (Thaler & Shefrin, 1981; 
p. 394)6. They impose self-control and constraint their future behaviors. They have dual entities: far 

5 Risk aversion refers to investors disliking towards fundamental risks. In the standard finances, active (passive) investors 
prefer to active (passive) portfolio risk diversification and reduce arbitrage (fundamental) risk. In the prospect theory, 
investors are loss averse. Here, the losses are weighted more heavily than their gains. 
6 The analysis in Thaler & Shefrin (1981) is within the standard finance explanations of rational behaviors. Investors’ 
deviation from self-control behaviors which calls for self-control problems and thus, the same aggravates noise in decision 
making and this requires incorporation in the paper.  
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sighted planer and myopic doer (Thaler & Shefrin, 1981). The former is concerned with lifetime utility 
while the other lives in only for one period. The planner does not consume but derive utility from the 
consumption of the doer and this characterizes internal conflict similar to the agency conflict between 
the owners and the managers in a firm (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). In reducing self-conflict, investors 
target self-control through rule based or incentives based monitoring. A rule based monitoring leads to 
saving behavior while an incentive based monitoring sets forth investment behaviors. But at 
uncertainty, noise holds block information. The planers’ regret aversion in realizing losses and much 
risk acceptance attitudes in the domain of losses induce self-control bias. Another sort of self-control 
bias is “self-attribution bias” (Daniel, et al. 1998; read with Bern, 1965), where investors attribute 
favorable outcomes of risky prospects to their own judgment ability but the adverse to bad luck or 
sabotage.  
 
3.  Empirical Studies and Critics 
 
The theoretical explanations has put forward that the building blocks (viz., the limits to arbitrage and 
the traders’ psychology) figure up the investors behaviors in the capital markets. This section now 
explores their empirical evidences and thereby justifies the behavioral finance paradigm. 
 
3.1. Limits to Arbitrage 
 
As stated earlier, the limits to arbitrage has four facets viz., the market efficiency, fundamental risks, 
noise traders’ risk, and implementation costs. Now, in contrast to Fama (1998), the limits to arbitrage 
sets forth huge risks and restricts gaining excess returns at new information. The capital market is 
neither efficient to excel on arbitrage opportunity at information not it reveals only information 
(Malkiel, 2003).  The short-run serial correlations of returns are non-zero coefficients and there are 
many successive moves in a direction (Lo & MacKinlay, 1999). This direction is explained by the 
technical analysts (Lo et al. 2000). These observations are somewhat different from momentum effect 
(Odean, 1999), where momentum investors never realize excess returns at transaction costs for its 
searching. Stocks’ returns show strong mean reversion at long-holding horizons7 (Poterba & Summers, 
1988; Fluck et al. 1997).There are evidences in favor of seasonal effects8.Equity returns are predictable 
with the initial price earning (P/E) ratios to an extent of 40 percent (Campbell & Shiller, 1998).There 
are cross sectional predictable pattern on firm-characteristics (viz., size) and the valuation parameters 
(viz., Price to Book ratio) as well (Fama & Frence, 1993; Fama & Frence, 1997)9. Doukas, et al. (2010) 
show that stocks at high arbitrage risks have greater mispricing than those at low arbitrage risk and 
arbitrageurs cannot hedge idiosyncratic risk. These findings reject a true random walk. Liu & Longstaff 
(2004) have shown that arbitrageurs result in under-investment and even quit from such positioning at 
margin clearance. 
 
The third contributor to limits to arbitrage is noise traders’ risk. French and Roll (1986) acknowledge 
that the higher variance of the intraday price changes is transitory in nature and is contributed by noise 
trading by uniformed investors. Podolski, et al. (2009) have shown that noise traders put inadded risk 
into stock’s daily prices and contribute to its volatility but not returns. Koski et al. (2004) have argued 
that the day traders are noise traders and have shown that these traders increase volatility. In contrast, 
Kelly (1997) shows that participation by naive investors shows a strong negative predictor of returns 
while participation by high-income households is a strong positive predictor. In contrast to Sias, et al. 

7Fama and French (1988) found that 25 to 40 percent of the variation in long holding period returns can be predicted in 
terms of a negative correlation with past returns.  
8Haugen & Lakonishok (1988) documented the January effect while French (1980) has showed the Monday effect. Ariel 
(1990) has confirmed holiday effects. 
9 Even though these observations are in contrast to the prediction of Capital Asset Pricing Model, Lakonishok, et al, (1994) 
argue that representativeness does not necessarily diminish the notion of market efficiency. 
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(2001) and Raberto, et al. (2002), DeLong et al. (1990) have shown that noise traders as a group could 
earn higher returns than rational traders and also survive and dominate the market. 

 
In a theoretical framework similar to Grossman (1976), Aït-Sahaliaand Yu (2009) have shown that 
noise is positively correlated with intra-day and monthly volatility, spread, transaction size, and 
effective trading cost while it is negatively correlated with number of intra-day transactions, price level, 
liquidity ratio, shares outstanding, analyst coverage, and institutional ownership. So & Wang (2011) 
confirm that systematic noise traders in a large group with similar perception about movement of future 
stock prices influence pre-announcement stock prices but are influenced in reverse after news is 
released. Barber et al. (2003) attribute this systematic noise to behavioral biases such as 
representativeness heuristic and attention. With tick-by-tick transaction data for the U.S. Stocks, Barber 
et al. (2006) further confirm that noise trading is systematically correlated and these trades forecast 
future asset returns if arbitrage by informed traders becomes complicated. With two identical stocks 
listed in different markets, Scruggs (2007) shows that noise traders’ risk has both systematic and firm-
specific components while their magnitudes varies over time. Again, with net initiated daily order flow 
data Berkman and Koch (2008) have examined noise trading in the Australian Stock Exchange and 
found that their noise measure is positively related to trading volume and market depth while negatively 
to bid-ask spread. Their monthly movement in noise measure is negatively related to the probability of 
informed trading but positively to arrival rate of uninformed traders. 

 
Implementation costs which include information cost and trading costs etc. matters in limiting arbitrage 
opportunity by informed traders. Gemmill and Thomas (2002) have shown that small investment 
sentiments in the short run drive prices of closed-end funds drive drown from fundamental values while 
in the long run, noise trading is constrained within upper and lower arbitrages costs. Tuckman and Vila 
(1992) show that holding costs make apparently low-risk arbitrage to become more-risky. The 
borrowing costs of a stock may exceed the range of 10 and 15 basis points as envisaged by D’Avolio 
(2002).With the Hong Kong index futures and index options market data Bae et al. (1998)  have shown 
that larger mispricing arises at larger bid-ask spreads and this restricts possible arbitrage opportunity. 
Cummings and Frino (2006) analyze mispricing of the Australian stock index futures and find that the 
ex-ante interest rate volatility induces huge risks to arbitrageurs while the market impact cost of opening 
index arbitrage positions set forth dynamic influences on revealing fair values. In the line of Kogan et 
al. (2006), Cvitanic and Malamud (2011) show that noise traders have long-run price impacts and 
portfolio impacts if their preferences are heterogeneous across agents. Jonesa and Lamont (2002) find 
short-sale constraints account for 1 % – 2 % lesser returns mostly. 

 
3.2 Traders’ Psychology 
 
Traders’ psychology consists of belief and preferences. Belief slots in herding, representativeness, 
conservativeness, anchoring, availability bias, overconfidence, and optimism and wishful thinking. 
Kaestner (2005) shows that stocks’ anomalous prices - overreaction and under-reaction - at different 
time periods following earnings announcements confirm representativeness bias in the US with longer 
similar earnings surprises and higher subsequent reversals. Hibbert, et al.  (2008) show that negative 
effect of contemporaneous return on stocks’ current implied volatility can also be explained by criteria 
of representativeness, affect and extrapolation bias rather than leverage or volatility feedback 
hypothesis only. With the Tehran Stock Exchange trading data, Moradi et al.  (2013) find significant 
correlation between personality types: sensation - intuition, judgment- perceptual and conservatism, 
and introversion - extraversion and availability bias. Northcraft and Neale (1987) and Bucchianeri and 
Minson (2013) show that appraised values by different agents are positively related to different anchors 
or asking prices for the same information on real estate property. In laboratory experiment, Black & 
Diaz (1996) find manipulated asking prices influence both buyers’ opening offer and eventual 
transaction price. Earnings forecast also misrepresent stocks’ true prices in the equity markets. Mayraz 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378437102010488
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(2013) shows that even if there are hedging incentives, optimistic and wishful subjects at high prices 
expect more rallies in prices to be up-beat than those at low prices.  
 
Zouaoui et al. (2011) with the European countries’ data show that consumer confidence index translates 
into herding behavior and over confidence at times of market crisis. Herding may happen at information 
cascade (Christoffersen & Tang, 2009; Radalj & McAleer, 2003) or at information risks (Boortz et al.  
2014). At information asymmetry, herding may happen to markets dominated by irrational individual 
vis-à-vis rational institutional investors (Devenow & Welch, 1996; Zhang & Liu, 2012; Lin et al., 2013; 
Golec, 1997). Herding makes prices too much bumpy towards breadths and depths at market turmoil 
and tranquil trading periods (Klein, 2012).Chang et al.  (2000) find no evidence of herding behaviors 
for the US and Hong Kong stock markets but partial evidences in favor of Japan and significant 
evidence for South Korea and Taiwan stock exchanges. Shih, et al.  (2012) have confirmed that the 
herding effects shows co-movement across the markets in different countries and the Pacific basin stock 
markets have such effect on the U.S. Dow Jones stock market. 

 
On the prospect theory, Tversky and Kahneman (1992) have shown that investors’ loss aversion 
contributes an S-shaped value function, concave (convex) at gains (losses), along with an inverse 
probability weighting function at both gains and losses but slightly less curved at losses and more 
elevated at gains. Abdellaoui (2000), Camerer and Teck-Hua (1994), Etchart-Vincent (2004), Wu, et 
al.  (2005), and Fehr-Duda, et al. (2006) have confirmed the observations of Tversky and Kahneman 
(1992). Stracca (2002) has shown that risk concentration rather than risk-diversification is a realistic 
feature in the prospect theory, where an investor is risk seeking over losses. Barbaris and Huang (2008) 
show that stocks’ idiosyncratic risk is priced and positively (negatively) skewed stocks are over 
(under)-priced leading towards lower (higher) average returns such that investors over (under)-weight 
stocks’ prices at higher (lower) prices. Boyer et al.  (2010), Bali et al. (2011), and Conrad et al. (2014) 
have confirmed the said observations. Green & Hwang (2012) have sowed that a higher skewness of 
initial public offerings is feasible for stocks with lower long-term average returns. Wang et al.  (2014)  
have shown that investors with history of prior loss (capital gain) are exposed to negative (positive) 
risk-return relationship. On the contrary, Wu and Markle (2007) find violation of the double matching 
axiom in gain-loss separability in mixed gambles. A strong risk aversion implies S-shaped weighting 
function and it does not necessarily show concavity in the utility function (Schmidt & Zank, 2008). 

 
On mental accounting, Arkes et al. (1994) and Milkman and Beshears (2008) have shown that 
consumers in laboratory experiments spend more out of their unexpected income than that out of 
anticipated income. Propensity to spend windfall income is larger than that to regular income and the 
former decreases as the windfall size increases (Bodkin, 1959; Bird & Bodkin, 1965; Keeler et al. 
1985). Baker et al. (2007) show strong response of consumption to the receipt of dividends once effects 
of stock return is controlled for. Investors in the real estate mitigate regret aversion for losses in an asset 
class by a higher return on overall portfolio as if they feel better off (Seiler &Lane, 2010). Barberis and 
Huang (2001) have shown that mental accounting significantly influences stocks’ asset prices and in 
equilibrium frameworks from “individual stock accounting” to “portfolio accounting”, stocks’ returns 
falls, their volatility diminishes, they becomes more inter-correlated while in the cross section huge 
premium as argued in the equity premium puzzle disappears (p. 1249). Mental accounting has 
implications also on investors’ myopic loss-averse behaviors, where high frequency evaluations of 
gains and loses result in greater discomfort than low frequency evaluation (Haigh & List, 2005). 
 
Investors’ preferences include disposition effects, the prospect theory, mental accounting, ambiguity 
aversion, and self control bias. In a formal relationship between disposition effect and prospect theory, 
Barberis and Xiong (2009) have shown that realized gains or losses can predict disposition effect more 
reliably than annual gains or losses. Shefrin and Statman (1985) have examined investors’ “disposition 
effect” – how they sell the winner stocks and hold the looser ones at high and low prices respectively. 
They include these aspects along with regret aversion and tax consideration. Seiler and Lane (2010) 
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find that only 6.8% respondents show complete rationality while 74.9% are more willing to sell as the 
return on investment rises. They find that an S-shaped disposition curve does not hold for all investors 
and 7.3% respondents show a U-shaped curve. The other studies on disposition effect are Kaustia 
(2010), Birru (2011), Einio et al.  (2008), Grinblatt and Han (2005), Ivkovich et al.  (2005), Grinblatt 
and Keloharju (2001), Shapira and Venezia (2001), Benartzi and Thaler (1995), and Heisler (1994). 
Weber and Camererb (1998) show that subjects show multiple reference points and prefer selling fewer 
stocks at bellow purchase price (falling prices) to above purchase price (rising prices).  

 
Ambiguity aversion is another important preferential behavior. It is different from risk aversion and 
loss aversion as wellsince investors’ framing and reference points put influence on their decision 
making (Wakker, 2010, p. 435). Hansen (2007) has shown that if certain conditions are fulfilled then, 
the prices of risky (uncertain) choices depend on risk (ambiguity) aversion parameters. Once 
individuals evaluate prospects of single gamble in non-comparative setting, ambiguity aversion may 
disappear (Fox & Tversky, 1995) while ambiguity aversion reduces at separate evaluations (Chow & 
Sarin, 2001). Sarin & Weber (1993) show that in market settings, ambiguity aversion fades in 
independent auctions rather than in simultaneous ones. In the international finance, Kirabaeva (2009) 
has shown that ambiguity aversion may be used in order to explain investors’ equity home bias10. 

 
On self control bias, there are little empirical works in the behavioural finance literature. Individuals 
differ in self-control while they are more sensitive at under-consumption than over-consumption 
(Ameriks, et al. 2007).Huffman & Bonn (2005) have shown that individuals tend to borrow rather than 
exhibit credit constraints. Further, Cho and Rust (2013) have shown that at zero percent interest rate 
for purchase through credit cards, consumers have financial self control problems and resist the 
temptation. 
 
4. Synthesis of the Puzzles 
 
In the finance literature, puzzle stands for phenomena which could not be put in words by the rational 
expectations and the expected utility framework. The known standard finance puzzles are (i) the stock 
price under-/over-reactions, (ii) the excessive trading and gender puzzle, (iii) the financial hypes and 
panics,(iv) the equity premium puzzle, (v) the winner/loser puzzle, and (vi) the dividend puzzle. 

 
Firstly, overreaction suggests that stock markets react immediately to news releases but wane up 
gradually while at under-reaction, markets continues to resonate. The empirical studies suggest that 
stock markets rarely react accurately to information rather they most frequently depict over- /under-
reactions (Barberis, et al.  1998). At initial release of earnings announcements, the surprise element of 
returns has positive impact on stock price rises(Bernard, 1992).With stocks’ monthly return data, 
DeBondt and Thaler (1985) have empirically showed that “…people tend to “overreact” to unexpected 
and dramatic news events.” Cutler, et al. (1991)  have shown that stock-returns are positively serially 
correlated at high frequencies, negatively correlated over long horizons, and their deviations from 
fundamental values have predictive power. In a rational expectation equilibrium model, Veronesi 
(1999) has shown that investors’ hedging against their mental uncertainty about future states results in 
stock price over (under)-reaction at bad (good) news. Kaestner (2005) confirms that representativeness 
bias makes stocks’ prices anomalous at earnings announcements. On synthesizing the puzzle, Daniel, 
et al. (1998) and Chuang and Lee (2006) have showed that over (under)-confidence flapped 
(suppressed) by self-attribution bias initiates over (under)-estimation of precision of private (public) 
information signals and leads to over (under)-reaction. Series of continuing over (under)-reaction to 

10 It refers to the disparity in investors’ actual portfolio weights and the weights under the international capital asset market 
model. Under certain conditions, the model suggests weights of assets in the portfolio to be in proportion to their market 
capitalization. However, the investors show a greater exposure to the domestic assets (see also, French & Poterba, 1991; 
and Tesar & Werner, 1995). 
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private (public) information signal result in negative (positive) autocorrelation. Conservatism 
(representativeness heuristic) can explain stocks’ under (over)-reaction to news (Barberis, et al. 1998; 
Kaestner, 2005). George and Hwang (2004), and Li and Yu (2009) have shown that overreaction and 
under-reaction can also be explained by psychological anchors viz., 52 weeks’ high / low stocks. 

 
Secondly, how many shares or how frequently one should trade at information? Does he trade highly 
or normally or lowly or rationally? These queries hint for anomaly in the Efficient Market Hypothesis. 
Investors’ greater overconfidence about precision levels of information and knowledge motivates to 
trade huge in volume but lowers their expected utility (Odean, 1998a). Barber and Odean (2000) have 
shown that in the stock markets, average traders trade too much while they enjoy less returns than the 
less frequent traders. Barber and Odean (2001) find that men are more overconfident to trade more than 
women by 45 percent while trading reduces their net returns.Griffin et al.  (2007) and Chuang and 
Susmel (2010) have confirmed that over (under)-confidence can explain excessive (low) trading 
volume at market rally (recovery). 
 
Thirdly at presence of noise in the capital markets, firms and investors react differently at different 
financial innovations by management. They react differently at different firm-specific and market-
specific unexpected news / events (Calomiris & Mason, 1997; Keijer & Prast, 2001).In effect, events 
those attract (destroy) investors’ feeling of confidence and perceived controls of the financial markets 
create financial hypes (panics) in the markets (Kindleberger & Aliber, 2005; Goldstein & Razin, 
2012)11. Hype means rumour created by market maker or information media while panic refers to 
strong negative motivation for protective actions. At bank runs, investors shift their expectations 
(Diamond & Dybvig, 1983). Since the payoff externalities of depositors in the banking sector force 
them to respond to early noisy information, instances of failure of a few banks may trigger contagious 
runs (Chen, 1999).Financial panic is an emotional outbreak and it does not go with existing market 
information (Bracha & Weber, 2012). Financial hype (panic) can be created by market makers at market 
rally (crash). At information cascade, investors’ asymmetric (symmetric) aggregation may result into 
negative (positive) herding at financial panic (hype) viz., market crash (market rally) (see, Smith & 
Soerensen, 2000). 

 
The equity premium puzzle infers that average equity returns exceed highly to average risk-free returns 
while such results are unexplainable by the Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium theory (Mehra & 
Prescott, 1985; Siegel & Thaler, 1997). The too high (low) average returns of the equity (debts) attract 
serious criticisms against the standard finance theories.  There are a few studies in the standard finance 
viz., Constantinides (1990), Mankiw and Zeldes (1991), and Fisher (1994). The former suggests habit-
formation model where utility of any consumption depends on past consumption levels, the second 
analyzes consumption-based homogeneity assumption for individuals in stock markets vis-à-vis non-
investors thereof while the third argues that presence of transaction and trading costs are to be adjusted 
in smoothing gross returns. These studies could explain a little. In behavioral finance, myopic loss 
aversion of Benartzi and Thaler (1995), dynamic loss aversion of Barberis, et al. (2001), and ambiguity 
aversion of Mukerji (1998) and Keller, et al. (2007) forward ingenious arguments. The “myopic loss-
aversion” suggests that investors are “myopic” in mental accounting (they evaluate long-term projects 
along with short-term performances) and “loss-averse” at different prospects (they overemphasize 
losses than gains). In dynamic loss-aversion, investors derive utility from direct consumption and 
indirect fluctuations in prices. Investors are loss-averse over changes in prices while loss-averse 
depends on prior investment performances. However in ambiguity aversion, investors’ subjective 
beliefs are represented by probability functions while investors adjust the same at risky choices.  

 

11Kindleberger & Aliber (2005) define financial panic as “sudden fright without a cause that may occur in asset markets”. 
Goldstein &Razin (2012) defines it as “crises not justified solely on the basis of fundamentals”. 
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The winner / loser puzzle suggests that investors tend to sell their winner stocks more often than their 
loser ones while the standard finance suggests the reverse for tax reasons (Odean, 1998b). Shefrin and 
Statman (1985) explain the puzzle with a general disposition effect along with the arguments of 
prospect theory, mental accounting, regret aversion, and self control. Prospect theory inhibits 
disposition to ride or hedge the losers with the gainers rather than indulging in subsequent gamble with 
the latter. Mental accounting sets forth robustness to prospects once disposition being realized is 
reinvested. Regret aversion confirms different treatment for gainers to losers while self-control restrains 
form realizing losers. Odean (1998b) and Shefrin (2002a, 2000b) empirically confirm the argument of 
Shefrin and Statman (1985).In experimental research,Weber and Camererb (1998)  have shown that 
subjects sell their winner stocks more frequently than their loser ones and have confirmed that prospect 
theory may explain the puzzle.With real investment data set, Hens and Vlcek (2011) have criticised 
that investors in Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Tversky and Kahneman (1992) do not invested in 
those stocks primarily, which they are presently willing to hold or sell, since their ex-post behaviour is 
contrary to their ex-ante behaviours. Prasad and Mohta (2012) have shown that even if both individual 
and professional investors are exposed to disposition effect in the Indian stock markets but the latter 
are less inclined to. Strobl (2003) has put forth a new argument that the degree of information 
asymmetry contributes to investors’ tendency to the said effect such that higher is the information 
asymmetry higher is the tendency to sell the winner stocks and to hold the loser stocks. 

 
Finally, the dividend puzzle suggests that investors prefer cash dividends to capital gains in the form 
of price appreciations in the market even if the former attracts taxes at higher rates (Long, 1978; Miller 
& Scholes, 1982). Investors with their incomes in tax-brackets should prefer capital gains to dividends 
while at exempted bracket, they should either be indifferent between the two forms of income or assume 
those stocks to be perfectly substitutes in rebalancing their investment portfolios. The signaling theory 
of dividend in Bhattacharya (1979) explains a little of the puzzle (Brealey & Myers, 1981).In the 
behavioral finance, the mental accounting along with either self-control problem (Thaler & Shefrin, 
1981)or regret-aversion attitude (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982) or loss-aversion couple with narrow 
framing (Barberis & Huang, 2008) can explain the dividend puzzle. According to Thaler and Shefrin 
(1981), investors face self-control problem in managing immediate gratifications and attribute more 
weights to dividends than that to price appreciations. Shefrin (2002) also suggests that investors’ 
references to separate mental accounts for dividend income and capital gains alleviate investors’ self 
control dilemma to reach capital conservation and consumption out of dividend. At the rally (bear) to 
the stocks’ prices, Statman (1999) argues that cash dividend plays as an extra gain (‘silver lining’ or 
buffer support) to appreciations (falls) in stocks’ prices. Kahneman and Tversky (1982) suggest that 
consumption out of sale of a stock creates more frustration than that out of dividend receipts since 
holding a gainer stock may conserve future flow of dividends as well. Barberis and Huang (2008) argue 
that investors frame purchase price instead of ex-announcement higher market price as their reference 
price in calculating the ex-post rate of return and thus prefer dividends to capital gains.  
 
5. Research Gaps 
 
On the stocks’ pricing dynamics, Information, and noise specific researches are required to identify the 
role of both noise and information in the dynamic equilibrium pricing mechanisms. Since traders 
include both buyers and sellers and they trade in various assets in the market, the works of Banerjee 
(1992) and Bikhchandani, et al.  (1992) need to be re-examined at presence of both sides’ information 
cascade in the dynamic equilibrium process across different assets. In Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), 
Black (1986), and DeLong et al. (1991) presence of noise persists but they have not identified the 
extents of noise in the market as a whole and its roles at market rally or market distress. The role of 
behavioral biases and psychology in stocks’ dynamic pricing mechanism in determining the extent of 
noise and information is mostly missing in the literature. On the equilibrium pricing dynamics, 
information and noise, there is vast literature on experimental researches but little studies are done on 
the empirical front. Particularly, definition of noise vis-à-vis information and their identifications with 
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data put forth serious research gaps in the empirical literature. Finally, the role of the limits to arbitrage 
and traders’ psychology in synthesizing the above puzzles is not examined in the empirical literature 
as yet. 

 
The premier studies on behavioral finance, however, are almost done in the developed countries’ 
contexts. On the association between the per capita income and the level of happiness (risk), Statman 
(2008) show that the Indian investors rank above (bellow) the general tendency curve even if they 
belong to moderate associations. Iyer and Bhaskar (2002) have explored the role of psychology in 
investors’ stock trading behaviors in India. Prosad et al. (2012) find evidences in favor of the standard 
finance implications and rejects herding behaviors in Indian markets. Sahni (2012) has explored the 
loss aver-ness behaviors and the effects of anchoring on the Indian stock traders. Subhas (2012) has 
shown that the younger investors in the Indian stock markets show regret aversion, gamblers’ fallacy 
and hindsight bias while the experienced investors could be separated with lesser degree to erroneous 
decisions. Chandra (2009) has shown evidences for individual investors’ self-perceived competences 
and own-judgments. Kathuria and Singhania (2012) have explored implications of gender in stock 
trading in India. Campbell et al.  (2013)  have shown that experienced investors tilt their portfolios 
profitably towards value stocks and those stocks with low turnover while they tend to have lower 
turnover and disposition bias. 

 
These studies offer contradictory evidences while they have utilized either the opening or the closing 
price data of stocks’ trading. The studies have missed the role of “noise” i.e., liquidity traders in the 
stocks’ price formation process. Possible exploration of the experimental studies is another grave 
research area on the Indian context. The behaviors of investors in stock markets as well are expected 
to be dynamic by nature. No single theory is expected to provide explanations those are all 
encompassing. At presence of liquidity traders, dynamics in the equilibrium pricing mechanisms with 
noise and information may address the unsettled research queries. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In stocks’ pricing dynamics, “noise” vis-à-vis information has critical roles to play and thereby shape 
the investors’ behaviors. Both the noise and information have economic and non-economic effects. 
How both the causes and the effects persist over “time" and “space”, “space” refers to investors’ 
decision frames, is an evolutionary research query. Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), and Lee (2001) have 
emphasized about the enduring presence of noise vis-à-vis information in the investors’ dynamic 
journey in discovering the equilibrium pricing and not the destination. On empirical tranquility, a valid 
conclusion is subject to valid theoretical arguments, empirical data set, tools for testing, and 
development of human knowledge bases to analyze the above. In particular, the series of daily stocks’ 
price data (either it be the open price, or the close price, or the highest price, or the lowest price) or the 
NAV value (based on the closing prices of the underlying assets) of the units of Mutual funds have 
lesser predictive power about investors behaviors along the trading day. The investors are 
heterogeneous in classes and of course, with specific individual backgrounds and economic objectives. 
The researches in behavioral finance are promising paradigm shifts in the human knowledge but till 
date, it needs further studies. The present work could be concluded with the following afresh lines in 
Black (1986). 
 
 

“A person with information or insights about individual firms will want to trade, but will realize 
that only another person with information or insights will take the other side of the trade. 
Taking the other side’s information into account, is it still worth trading? From the point of 
view of someone who knows what both traders know, one side or the other must be making a 
mistake. If the one who is making a mistake declines to trade, there must be no trading on 
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information. In other words, I do not believe it makes sense to create a model with information 
trading but no noise trading …” [Black (1986, p. 531)]. 
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